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ABSTRACT
A shared disk implementation on distributed storage requires
consistent behavior of disk operations. Deterministic consensus on such behavior is impossible when even a single storage
node can fail. Atomic registers show how consistency can be
achieved without reaching consensus, but suffer from a crash
consistency problem. The presented shared disk algorithm,
based on atomic registers and probabilistic consensus, can
survive multiple storage node failures, as long as a majority
of nodes respond.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.4.5 [Operating
Systems]: Reliability – fault-tolerance, verification; H.3.4
[Information Storage and Retrieval]: Systems and Software
– distributed systems.
General Terms: Algorithms, Reliability, Verification.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Sharing storage is an important application of network
technology. Storage can be shared at the block level, in
storage area networks (SAN); or at the file level, as network
attached storage (NAS). Nodes accessing a SAN or NAS
may use shared disk or distributed filesystems. Reliability in
such a shared setting is a major concern, since the potential
impact of system failure is high. A failure-resistant shared
disk implementation could be used as a reliable basis for
both shared disk and distributed filesystems.
A shared disk implementation based on distributed storage should behave similarly to a single shared disk. In other
words, the observed behavior of the disk should always be
consistent with one or more possible orderings of disk operations. These so-called shared disk semantics can be difficult
to achieve in an asynchronous distributed system, especially
when confronted with failing nodes.
Deterministic consensus on the ordering of disk operations
is impossible [6]; however, atomic registers [10, 2, 9] show
that consistent behavior can be achieved without reaching
consensus. Atomic registers are able to implement a consistency model called linearizability [7]. Unfortunately, this
model suffers from a crash consistency problem: if a writer
crashes, its write operation can resurface at an arbitrary
time in the future.
Shared disk semantics will require a stronger consistency
model: strict linearizability [1]. This model ensures incomCopyright is held by the author/owner(s).
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plete writes can only take effect before the next read. A
subsequent read will either return the new value, if the write
was successful; or an older value, if the write failed. However,
since there is no way to distinguish slow from crashed processes, some operations may need to be aborted to prevent
obstruction [4, 3].
The shared disk algorithm as presented below, combines
atomic registers with probabilistic consensus to prevent unnecessary aborts. It benefits from the fault-tolerance of
atomic registers in general, and uses probabilistic consensus
to resolve crash consistency in particular.

2. THE SHARED DISK ALGORITHM
For the shared disk algorithm an asynchronous network
connecting client nodes with multiple storage server nodes
is assumed. Clients need to communicate with a majority
of the storage servers, when reading from or writing to the
shared disk. This majority or quorum ensures subsequent
disk operations have at least one storage server in common.
A typical algorithm for atomic registers [2] works as follows. Each storage server records the most recent value and
timestamp pair it encounters. Write operations create timestamps for new values, and send the pair to a majority of the
storage servers. The timestamp is used to identify the most
recent pair. Read operations request value and timestamp
pairs from a majority of the storage servers. The most recent
pair is selected and sent to a majority of the storage servers,
ensuring subsequent reads will detect either this pair, or a
more recent pair.
When a client crashes during a write operation, its pair
might not have reached a majority of servers. It is therefore
possible that subsequent reads will not detect this write operation for some time. We have a crash consistency problem.
This situation is however not unique to incomplete writes:
concurrent writes might not be detected either. It raises the
question of how to distinguish between crashed and concurrent write operations. Aborting undetected write operations,
could prevent concurrent operations from completing.
Our shared disk algorithm trades timestamps for round
numbers. This allows it to run a probabilistic consensus
algorithm with voting rounds, to solve the crash consistency
problem. Each storage server stores a single tuple containing
a value, a highest round and a concurrent round. It records
the highest round received from any client, together with
the first value voted for within that round. The concurrent
round records the highest round with possible votes for more
than one value.

The information contained in a set of tuples can be combined to form a new tuple. This can be done by both clients
and storage servers. Take for example the tuple ha, 2, 1i, indicating the highest voting round is 2 which was first seen
together with a vote for value a; and the tuple hb, 3, 1i, indicating the highest voting round is 3 which was first seen together with a vote for value b. These tuples can be combined
to hb, 3, 2i: value b in the higher round 3 takes precedence
over value a from the lower round 2. The concurrent value
is updated to 2, because in that round both values a and b
could have votes.
The goal of the algorithm is to advance a value two rounds
ahead of the concurrent round: the last two rounds should
only contain votes for a single unique value. Other, possibly
concurrent, clients are then guaranteed to detect this value.
In the worst case they would write values to the second highest round, and detect the unique value afterward. This form
of probabilistic consensus is used to determine the result of
a disk operation. If consensus is reached within a predetermined number of rounds, the disk operation succeeds, else
it aborts.
Disk operations start by the client requesting tuples from
a majority of the storage servers. The information in these
tuples is combined to form a new tuple. This tuple is then
sent to a majority of the storage servers to ensure all subsequent operations detect at least this round. Subsequent
rounds can now be started by advancing a value to the next
round: either an existing value in case of a read operation, or
a new value in case of a write operation. Tuples are repeatedly bounced and combined between clients and a majority
of storage servers until we either reach consensus or abort.
To make a correct decision, it is essential to let values advance only one round at a time.
Notice that probabilistic consensus is always successful
when only a single new value is proposed. In other words:
aborts can be completely ruled out when the shared disk
encounters no concurrent disk operations while performing
a write. This is not an unreasonable assumption for a shared
disk storing a filesystem. Read operations concurrent with
other reads will always succeed.
The distinguishing feature of the presented algorithm is
the combination of both atomic registers [2] and probabilistic consensus [5]. Thanks to probabilistic consensus, we can
allow for limited amounts of concurrency and can still guarantee consistency when operations have to abort. The FAB
distributed disk array [11], for example, aborts when any
concurrency is detected; and it requires synchronized clocks
to minimize this risk.

3.

BOUNDED TIMESTAMPS

The benefit of using bounded timestamps [8], or in our
case round numbers, is that they come from a finite domain. This is useful for implementations where timestamps
are stored as finite data types, or in model checking where
unbounded timestamps would result in an infinite statespace. Bounded timestamps are therefore often presented
as a convenient replacement for unbounded timestamps; for
example, when implementing atomic registers [2].
Our shared disk algorithm has a preliminary implementation for MINIX which has been model checked using Spin.
It turned out that using bounded timestamps, causes a problem similar to the crash consistency we are trying to solve.
Resurfacing values of incomplete write operations not only

prevent shared disk semantics, but can also block a bounded
timestamp algorithm. To side-step this problem, the model
for Spin had to be limited to a bounded range of timestamps.
Bounded timestamps are calculated using a list of all potentially active timestamps in the system. It is however not
sufficient to ensure that the input for the timestamp algorithm contains at least all currently active timestamps in the
system. Take for example a simple system using stamps from
the set {0, 1, 2}, with the circular relation 0 < 1 < 2 < 0.
This relative order states that 2 is the larger timestamp when
compared to 1, but the smaller timestamp when compared
to 0. An input set containing two timestamps will block the
timestamp system, since it cannot select a timestamp larger
than those contained in the set. A similar problem can occur
when values, partially recorded by a failing node, reappear
at an inopportune moment.
Unless a bounded timestamp algorithm can be found that
works for an arbitrary input set of timestamps, it is impossible to apply bounded timestamps to the problem at hand.

4. CONCLUSION
The ability of atomic registers to achieve consistency without reaching consensus can not be directly translated to a
shared disk algorithm. Shared disk semantics require some
form of consensus to decide on the state of disk operations.
Since it is impossible to distinguish between crashed and
slow nodes, there is a chance of aborting legitimate concurrent disk operations. Our algorithm shows the risk can be
mitigated by either limiting concurrency or increasing the
number of rounds for reaching consensus. Consistency is
always guaranteed.
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